




Visual aid - 8.5x11" poster of quote: "The Lord loves effort..." 
CLICK HERE for a jpeg file you can use to share with your Relief Society on social media. 

Lessons from Joseph Smith about Effort, Hard Work, Study and Receiving Our Own 

Revelation 

Ask the sisters to think about Joseph Smith and the First Vision. Consider reading Joseph 

Smith-History 1:11-17 and ask them "What can we learn about effort, hard work, study and 
receiving personal revelation from Joseph Smith's experience?" Write their answers on the 
board and discuss. 

Alternatively, you could have sisters search paragraph 17 (quoted below) and the bullet points 

listed below it and then answer the same question above. 

"What more do we learn from the Prophet Joseph Smith and the First Vision about effort, hard 
work, and study? The First Vision gives us direction in our unique, continuing roles. As women 
of faith, we can draw principles of truth from the Prophet Joseph's experiences that provide 

insights for receiving our own revelation. For example: 
• We labor under difficulties.
• We turn to the scriptures to receive wisdom to act.
• We demonstrate our faith and trust in God.
• We exert our power to plead with God to help us thwart the adversary's influence.
• We offer up the desires of our hearts to God.
• We focus on His light guiding our life choices and resting upon us when we turn to

Him. 
• We realize He knows each of us by name and has individual roles for us to fulfill."

Discussion Questions: 
• How do these principles help you understand how to receive personal revelation?
• Which principles have helped you to receive your own personal revelation?

He Expects Us to Receive Revelation from Him 

Read, or have a sister read these three paragraphs of Sister Jones' talk. 
"In addition, Joseph Smith restored the knowledge that we have divine potential and eternal 
worth. Because of that relationship with our Heavenly Father, I believe He expects us to 
receive revelation from Him. 

"The Lord instructed Emma Smith to "receive the Holy Ghost," learn much, "lay aside the things 
of this world, ... seek for the things of a better," and "cleave unto [her] covenants" with God. 

Learning is integral to progression, especially as the constant companionship of the Holy 
Ghost teaches us what is needful for each of us to lay aside-meaning that which could 
distract us or delay our progression. 

"President Nelson said, "I plead with you to increase your spiritual capacity to receive 
revelation." Our prophet's words are continually with me as I contemplate women's ability to 
step forward. He pleads with us, which indicates priority. He is teaching us how to survive 
spiritually in a sin-sick world by receiving and acting on revelation. As we do so, honoring and 
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